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Putting the Social Sciences Into Soience Ommunication Oiurses

in the last 15 years, the social scion* s,
1
onoe.considered bastard

,liciences of dubious merit, have become legitimate sources of soience.news.

The 1960's and 1970's saw the development of major news magazines in

the social soiences, including Psychology Today, Human Nature, and Human.

Behavior. Professional organizations of social scientists reported

dramatic increases in the number of mass media reporters attending national
_,)

_oonventions. Na3or news magazines began to rut periodic columns on the

social sciences. And a numbei of major newspapers, including the Los

Angeles Timed, tnd Detroit Free Press, even hired specialized "human

behavior" writers. Mn his qtudy of science news in metropolitan news-

papers, Cole (1974) provided empirical support for this rising media

interest in t e social science. He found that social and behavioral

science ne nose from 4.7% of all science stories in 1961 to 14.8% of all

such stories in 1971.

.The responses of educators to this phenomenon have been mired. On the

one hand, educators in schools and departments of journalism and communi-
4.

cation have developed courses designed to teach studbnts to cope with

social data. The ezphasis in many "precision journalism" courses, for

example, has been on understanding and developing survey data that address

social problems. And increasingly, instructors in advanced reporting

courses are exposing their students to the often bewildering world of

social research and statistics.

On the Other hand, there is reason to believe that journalism educators

who teaoh specialized science communication courses have.been slow to warm

to the social sciences as legitimate.sources of science news, ln a recent
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survey
4
of science news communication instructors, only one of the general

science writing instructors in journalism or oommunication departments used (

.

"social.ecience" in their course title. (Duntroody and Wartelle, 1977). This '

'could mean, of*

sciences under

course, that many of these

'the more general "science"

-
instructors subsume the sooiak.

. 1

terms in their course titles, 'but'

there is reason to think they may.not. Few of the books and magazines

instructors sfy they use;in such courses concern themselves with the social

sciences. 'Moreover, in.separate studies, Tichenor and his.00lleegues

(1970) and Dunwoody (1978) found that science writers from major newspapers

seldom think ot'the social 8:lances when they think of science. More often

than noi, the seienoes for them are the physioal.and biological scaences.

Science writers not only prefer to write about the "natural" sciences, but

their training is more.likely to be in these soiences (Ryan and Dumwoody,

1975). Since many.instruotors of science communication have themselves

been newspaper science writers, it is likely that suoh perceptions of the

"sciences" and preferenoes for the "natural" sciences oarry into the

classroom. As one journalist-turned.eduoator recently put it: "My .

baokground is in biochemistry-4'm absolutely hopeless when it copes to the
0

sooial sciences!" Thus, she said she usually avoids making assignments in

the area. Other instructors have told me that they do incorporate the

sooial and behavioral scienoes in tItir courses, but usually as "optional"

assignments. Rarely do instructors seem to go out of their way to require

assignments in the social and behavioral sciences. They simply don't seem

to) see the social soiences as important enough (or different enough) to

warrant this kind of attention.

As one of a small but growing number of social soience writers in the

country, I think suoh reactions are unfortunate. / would argue that the
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social sciences are important enough --and different enough--to requrre

"special handling" in.science communication courses, and that such handling.

is not as difilcult as ii'might at first seem, even for instructors with.no

special training in the.social sciences.

First, I would irgue that the social and behavioral sciences are

, Aignificant enough to warrant their coverage in the mass media, and their

inclusion in science commumication courses. Critics of social science

re:March often contend that.the findings tf the so-called "Sagan" soiences

are so nascent that they are best left to gather dust until conclusions can

be more firmly drawn. While it is true that much /social science research

is in its infancy, it is also true that there is much that has matured to

the point utere it can be of immediate Coe to people. Social scientists

have made great strides in the last two dicades. Econanists have found

that it'is possible to provide secure incases to the poor without under-

mining their motivation. Sociologists have found that busing, instead of

promoting integration, often promotes "white flight." Demographers have

exploded the myth of the American family as a' two-parent unit in which-Dad

goea.t0 the office utile Mbm develops dishpan hands. Psychologists who

study altruian have found that victims stand a better chance of receiving

help if they cry "Call the police!" than they do if they simply scream. In

addition, we now know that spoil.ial institutions that label children as

"retarded," "handicapped,'" or "delinquent" may do more harm than good.

These findings, and many more. deserve the attention of public policymakers

and the general public, and they deserve to be seen as legitimate-subjects

for spienbe news.

Second, I would argue that science writers, in reporting the findings

of social science research, are faced with unique challenges that require
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.special attention. In some waifs, in

difficult to cover.than the phY4ical..

emotional,' andliental lives of epople

4

fact, the social sciences mey be more

end biologioal sciences. The social,

are more difficult to measure and

Predict than are the lives of ottler.oreatures or the states of most

inorganic organisms. Thus, as sociologists of soience have pointed out,

there is usUally less consensus in,the social sciences' than there is in the

natural soienoes. For the science writer, this means that his scientist

sources may disagree with each other more than they do in the physical and

biologicil sciences. It also means that fiiidinis tond to depend more on

methodological considerations than do findings in the other sciences. As a

result it may be much mcre difficult for the &aience writer covering the

social bad behavioral soiences to separate good data from bad.

At the same time that there is less oonsensus in the social sciences,

there ie. usually nOre apparent relevance to people's daily lives. Street

crime, tUch is a ittject of sociologists, is simply much more involving

for the average person than blick holes or supernovas. In my view, thi&

very relevance, while enhancing interest in the subject matter of social

science, generatei its oun difficulties. When it comes to human behavior,

everyone is his own.expert. If a social scientist's findings on sex

differences do not mesh with those of an editor's, they are likely to be

dismibsed as "bad science." If the findings support common sense, they are

likely to be rejected ea "supporting the obvious."

In addition, the social sciences ere more likely than the latural

sciences to borrow terms fir= everyday language.a fact that may make the

subject matter appear to be "understandable" when in fact it is not.

"Aggression," for example, may mean one thing to a layperson, but a very

different thing to a psychologist. Similarly, "alienation" may have one

6
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meaning to the lay

ologist. Unless a

5

reporter, but a very different meining to the soci.
a C)

science writer realizes that the jargon of social

.science needs "translating" every bit as much as the jargon of medicine or

physics, s/he may unintentionally distort the findings of a partioular

social science study. In fat, there is.some evidence suggesting that

social -science articles are more likely than medical science stories to be

misunderstood, perhaps because.the jargon of social science is more likely

to have multiple meanings (Lim., 1977).

Indeed, in private conversations, several newspaper soienca writers b

hive acknowledged that they have a more difficult time covering the social

sciences than.they do covering the physical end biological sciences. "I

have no background in the social sciences," one reporter recently
I. A

lamented, "I can't talk the langUage." Noted another: "The trouble with

somial soience is that if you put ten different social soientists in the

same room and ask them all the same question, you get ten different

answers!"

Instructors of science commusication cannot be expected to teach

rychology or sociology to their students any more than thei can be

expected to teach.bioloof or physics. However, they can expose their

students.bo some of the problems and challenges that the social soienoes

have to offer.

Among other things, they can:

Expose science communication students to ihe inherent news value of

social science research. Behind many breaking news stories about human

beings is at least one scientist uho is working on a related moblem. 'For

example, when a politician claims that welfare undermines r.54ients1

willingness to work, the science writer can see if there's any empirical

7
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.basis far such olatms; as it turns out sooiologioal research WOWS that

most salters recipients, contrary tO myth, really do want to Work. When

school board members argue that odrporal punishment is needed to "Ivey kids

in line," the science reporter can explore the psychological evid a

matter of fact, social scientists have found that corporal punisnmeu.

does at least asimuch harm as it does good, and that there are slternitive,

effective methods or disciplining youngsters. One way to expose science

0

coMmunication students to the possibilities tor storied in the social

sciences-is to bring a social researcher into the classroon'to disouss the

relevance of his field for everyday news eyents. It might be particularly

instructive to bring in a 030i8l scientist whose own research findings seem

very "commonsensical." The students could intrview the scientist on.why

his or her findings-are "important." They oould 'then discuss the acien

tist's findings with a local newspaper editor and ask if s/he would be

interested in running a'story on the findings, and why or Why not?

Find'Xocial soientists on the university faculty Who have recently

deliveree papers on their research at conventions in their fields. /f the

scientists are willing, have them present their papers to the class, and

share the view that other scientists have taken of their work--

particularly in terms of interpretations of data, measurement problems, and

the like. If possible, bring in two social scientists who take,very

different approaches to the same pmblem.

Have students develop glossaries of social science terms, with

particular emphasis on terms that may appear to be familiar to lay

audiences, but which have very definite end different meanings for social

scientists.

8
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e. Have students critique media coverage of science news.locally. ln
4.

their oriti,quea, ask students to keep separate 4allies on the:social,

biologioal,.and physical sciences. Who writek.the artiolea--icienOe

. 1
-

'writers or general assignment reporters? What was the original fonm for

presdntation of the research findings--a publio meeting? convention?

,...government.report? or journal article? Does the reporter placeothe

research in a larger research context? p3ssible, have students do

. acouracy ohecks with selected sqentists. Are tilers any noticeable dif-

ferenoes in the coverage given tfievaocial and natural .soiences?

Human Behavior2 and Psychology Today often run news "Uorts" on

individual journal articles 'in the social sciencee. Select an article froix

(:>ef these publioations and, using the reference cited in the magazine,

locate the. original journal_artiole_on_ based .- Assign -students

to write a newspapir article hssed on this original article. Then compare'
0

the students, work with the professional journalist's.

Expose students to basio references in the pada sciencesk includ-

ing Sociological Abstracts Psychological Abstracts, The Social Science

Citation Index, and ERIC. Tell them about sources that list grants awarded

.\

in the social sciences. Foundation newsletters are good sources, but there

are otheri, including Behavioral Reaearoh Studies, a monthly publication

that noutinely lists all federal government grants in the behavioral

sciences. In addition, familiarize students with various journals in the

social sciences. Local faculty may be of help in locating "prestige"

journals; they may also be able to help identify m3holarly journals of book

reviews, and the "annual reviews," which provide state-of-the-art reviews

1, of research in various disciplines. /n her recent book Guide to Writing

and Publishingin the Social and isehavionl Sciences (1977), Carolyn
1 .
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MUllinz lists. 540 journals in the social and behavioral sciences; her bisst

includes informatiole on eopics.covereUin eaoh jotipal.*-

ikpoee studenti to critiCal.disoussions ofinass media pmerege of

the social.and behayioral salencelt Onliimportant sov4oe-hails Arom the

Arden Nouse Conference on Behavioral Soienoes
-

and.the Miss Media sponsored ,

.by.the kussell Sage Foundation and the Graduate. Sohool.of Journalism of

Columbia University,in April, 1966; the proceedings of.this conference hive

OUP

heen edited into a volume' by Fredrick T. C. Yu, balled Behavioralilmiences
.

and the Mass Media. Another important source, and one that provides an 4

4

international perspective, are the proceedings,of a UNESCO sympossium on

social science communication, which appeared/ in'a 1974 issue of the in

Internaiional Social Science Journal. Seeihlao im Gruningts oltitled

article on social science and the media,'/In Scien e and the Newspaper,

publishd by The American Association for the Adv cement of Science in

1974; and a chapter Sharon Dunwoody and I wrote caltled Social Science in

t.

the Mass Media; Images and'Evidence,n throb will &rear in atbook titled

to

Ethical Decisionmaking in Social Science Research, soon to be published by

Cambridge University Press.

In addition, encourage students to cover the lectures, speeches,

colloy la, and other presentations of social scientistt.,
4

In my view, the apparent relative lack of attention that instructors of.

.
science communication give to the social and behavioral sciences ought to

*Change, and oan change, if educators will but.make the effort.
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